Seal 341®
Seal and finish. Formulated to enhance the rich, natural colors of your hard floors
without leaving a plastic-looking surface. It also seals resilient tile floors to create a
smooth, unbroken base for high speed finishes. Seal 341 is versatile enough to be
used as a top coat on resilient floors. Seal 341 not only enhances the natural colors
in hard floors, it protects all floors from dirt, spills, and abrasions that come from
heavy traffic.

Features & Benefits
• Formulated to seal porous flooring.
• Easy to apply no matter what the conditions.
• Attractive, low lustre finish.

Directions
NEW HARD FLOORS: Allow new hard floor surfaces to set 30 days to ensure proper curing of
Portland terrazzo or grout joints. Scrub floor with HILLYARD RENOVATOR. Pick up scrubbing solution with wet vac, autoscrubber, or mop; flood rinse with HILLYARD NUTRA-RINSE solution. Pick
up solution, damp mop rinse with water, and allow floor to dry for at least one hour. For older
hard floors, follow these same procedures, but increase RENOVATOR dilution per label directions
to remove heavy wax and polish buildup. Use HILLYARD ASSAULT or DEVASTATOR for extremely
heavy buildup or areas inaccessible to floor machines.
NEW RESILIENT FLOORS: After newly installed resilient flooring is laid and the adhesive has
dried at least two weeks, scrub with a solution of HILLYARD POWER-STRIP or DEVASTATOR, following label directions to remove factory finishes. Pick up scrubbing solution with wet vac, autoscrubber, or mop; flood rinse with HILLYARD NUTRA-RINSE solution. Pick up solution, damp
mop rinse with water, and allow floor to dry for at least one hour. For older resilient floors, follow
these same procedures, but increase the dilution rate of POWER-STRIP or DEVASTATOR to remove heavy wax or polish buildup.
SYNTHETIC SPORTS FLOORS: Check with the flooring manufacturer’s warranty regarding the
use of maintenance products before proceeding. Once the warranty expires, or you elect to coat
the floor, remove any previous polishes or waxes using HILLYARD SALVATION following label
directions. Thoroughly rinse the floor and allow it to dry one hour before proceeding. Apply
SEAL 341 and maintain the floor following the directions listed below. Do not use solvents or
aggressive strippers to maintain or strip synthetic sports flooring.
APPLICATION: Apply SEAL 341 with a clean synthetic mop to clean, dry floor. Under normal
conditions, apply up to three coats allowing 30 minutes between coats. Temperature, humidity,
and air circulation affect curing times. For resilient flooring, you can use Seal 341 as a top coat, or
top coat with your choice of a quality Hillyard polish.
NOTICE: Keep container closed when not in use. Do not pour unused material back into container. Maintain adequate ventilation and floor temperatures above 60 deg.F (16 deg.C) during
use.
High Speed Burnishing: Because high speed burnishing is affected by many variables, including equipment type, pad pressure, frequency of burnishing, and traffic loads contact Hillyard
Technical Service for pad recommendations.

Certifications, Registrations & Notes
Classified by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.® as to slip resistance. (186S).

Safety
See material safety data sheet and product
label for safety information, handling and
proper use.
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Technical Specifications
Color

White

Scent

Non-Objectionable

Appearance

Milky Emulsion

pH (concentrate)

8.50 - 9.50

Non-Volatile Matter
Dilution Rate

RTU

Availability
Item

Pack

HIL0034106

4 - 1 Gallon Containers

HIL0034107

1 - 5 Gallon Bag-In-Box

HIL0034109

1 - 55 Gallon Drum

Coverage Rates: 1,500 - 2,000 Sq. Ft. per Gallon
Rates can very greatly based on surface and application method.
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